
Exhibit   A   
TwoPointOh   Games,   LLC,   Minimum   

Advertised   Price   (MAP)   Policy   
In   order   to   maintain   the   reputation,   goodwill,   and   brand   of   TwoPointOh   Games,   
LLC,   a   Washington   Limited   Liability   Company   (“TwoPointOh   Games”),   and   to   
ensure   proper   promotion   of   its   high   quality   products,   TwoPointOh   Games   has   
instituted   the   following   Minimum   Advertised   Pricing   Policy   (“MAP   Policy”).   This   
MAP   policy   applies   to   all   TwoPointOh   Games   products   sold   by   Retailers.   

The   MAP   for   any   TwoPointOh   product   shall   not   be   less   than   as   documented   
on   Schedule   A.   

This   MAP   Policy   does   not   apply   to   the   actual   setting   of   prices,   and   only   applies   to   
the   “advertised   price.”   As   such,   this   MAP   Policy   will   not   apply   to   point   of   sale   
signs,   hangtags,   barcodes,   and   other   in   store   markings   on   products,   nor   will   it   
apply   to   the   displaying   of   a   price   during   the   "checkout"   stage   for   online   purchases.   

Under   this   MAP   Policy,   an   authorized   retailer   may   not   create   or   produce   
off-premise   advertising,   notices,   or   postings   that   advertise   the   MAP   Products   
(including,   but   not   limited   to,   newspapers,   magazines,   print   ads,   mobile   phone   ads,   
Google   ads,   electronic   mail,   Twitter   feeds,   Facebook,   or   other   social   network   
postings,   flyers,   direct   mail   pieces,   television,   radio   and   Internet   pages,   pop-ups,   
comparison   search   engine   ads,   downloads   or   displays)   at   pricing   below   applicable   
MAP   Price.   TwoPointOh   Games   reserves   the   right   to   revise/amend   the   Map   Prices   
as   set   forth   on   Schedule   A   from   time   to   time   in   its   sole   and   absolute   discretion.   

The   discounts   permitted   under   the   MAP   Policy   may   not   be   combined   with   any   
other   discounts   whatsoever.   This   includes   coupons,   rebates,   in-store   discounts,   
customer   loyalty   discounts,   etc.,   unless   added   to   the   purchase   after   the   final   
purchase   or   checkout   stage.   Furthermore,   MAP   Products   may   not   be   bundled   with   
other   TwoPointOh   Games   products,   or   with   other   MAP   Products   as   a   means   of   
circumventing   this   MAP   Policy.   



Failure   to   comply   with   this   MAP   Policy   will   result   in   TwoPointOh   Games   taking   
such   actions   as   it   deems   appropriate   and   necessary,   in   its   sole   and   absolute   
discretion,   including,   but   not   limited   to   the   following:   discontinue   all   shipping   of   
MAP   Products   and/or   closing   of   the   account   of   any   Retailer   who   violates   this   MAP   
Policy.   

Nothing   in   this   MAP   Policy   shall   affect   TwoPointOh   Games's   rights   to   terminate   
the   account   of   any   Retailer   authorized   to   sell   MAP   Products   online   as   outlined   in   
the   terms   of   TwoPointOh   Games's   Retailer   Agreement.   

TwoPointOh   Games,   LLC,   reserves   the   right   to   modify,   suspend   or   discontinue   this   
MAP   Policy   in   whole   or   in   part   at   any   time.   This   MAP   Policy   does   not   preclude   
TwoPointOh   Games   from   becoming   a   party   to   a   separate   agreement   with   any   
Retailer;   provided   such   agreement   is   mutually   agreed   upon   and   is   in   writing.   

This   MAP   Policy   shall   remain   in   effect   unless   TwoPointOh   Games   amends,   
replaces   or   terminates   it.   

   



Schedule   A   
TwoPointOh   Games,   LLC,   MAP   List   

  

Product   Name   UPC   MAP   MSRP   
Drawing   Without   Dignity   862560000308   10%   off   MSRP   $24.99   
Drawing   Without   Dignity   -   Expansion   1   862560000315   10%   off   MSRP   $9.99   
You’re   An   Idiot   862560000339   10%   off   MSRP   $25.99   
Artsy   Fartsy   862560000353   10%   off   MSRP   $24.99   
What   Can   You   GIF?   862560000360   10%   off   MSRP   $24.99   
Puzzle   -   Kayak   Kaleidoscope   862560000384   10%   off   MSRP   $19.99   
Puzzle   -   Fancy   862560000377   10%   off   MSRP   $19.99   
Puzzle   -   Tulip   Town   862560000391   10%   off   MSRP   $19.99   


